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Today:

• The legacy market

• Who leaves gifts in wills?

• Why people leave gifts in wills

• Creating your legacy messaging

• Legacy fundraising tactics

• Stewarding legacy supporters



THE LEGACY MARKET



53% of gifts are cash

Average gift around 

£3740

40% of gifts are a share of estate

Average gift around 

£53,500

Types of legacy gift

Pecuniary Residuary
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Fastest growing sub-sectors

Slow Fast

Older people
Domestic 

poverty relief

NHS/Hospital 

Trusts
Art & Education

Air Ambulances

Children
Deafness and 

blindness
Armed Services

Overseas 

development
Mental Health

Learning 

difficulties
Heritage Hospices

Medical 

conditions
Wildlife Trusts

Legacy Futures 2023
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Factors driving this growth

Legacy Monitor Market Review 2022

Increased legacy 

income

Growth in the number 

of gifts

Growth in value of 

gifts

High value giftsLegacy marketing

Demographics Economic drivers



WHO LEAVES GIFTS IN WILLS?



What’s your perception?





There’s more beneath the surface

AgeGenderWealth Children Religion



Exercise: Who are your audiences?



Tea break



WHY PEOPLE LEAVE GIFTS IN WILLS



../../../Videos/Leaving_a_gift_in_your_Will[www.MP3Fiber.com].mp4


Legacy gifts are motivated by

•

•

Routley, Sargeant and Day 2018

LOOKING 

AROUND

LOOKING 

FORWARDS

LOOKING 

BACKWARDS

•

•

•



CREATING YOUR LEGACY MESSAGES



Case for support
• Lets break the ho-hum barrier

• We’re relevant in a broad context

• We’re proud of our history

• Please read on…this is what’s special about us

• A compelling future vision that deserves your attention

• What’s in it for you?

• Do it now please…
Adapted from Raise-funds.com



What is a legacy proposition?

A clear, focused explanation of what 

you want supporters to do, why they 

should do it, who they will help and 

how leaving a legacy will bring 

meaning to the supporter.

Anwar 2019
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December 23

What we 

want you to 

do: give

Who we 

want you to 

help: 

people

Why we 

want you to 

help: need 

for change

What it’ll 

mean for 

you: ability 

to change 

the future



December 23
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December 23



Exercise: What might your 
proposition be?



Lunch



TACTICS



Thinking through tactics







11/12/2023 34







AICR













Free Will Offers 





Our next section…



Channels





Exercise: What collateral do you 
need to support your plans?



STEWARDING LEGACY SUPPORTERS



Why is stewardship important?



More stewarding means higher values
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Legacy Marketing Benchmarking 2016/17 

51

Legacy Foresight 2019



“…pledgers are generally more demanding than 
other categories of donor…Legacy pledgers 
exhibit a greater concern for organizational 
performance than other categories of 
supporter…Legacy pledgers appear to demand a 
higher degree of service quality from the 
fundraising organization. They expect both the 
quality of communication and the 
responsiveness of the organization to be of a 
significantly higher standard than other 
categories of supporter.”

   Sargeant and Hilton 2005





Keep communicating

“Wishart and James (2021) analysed deceased supporter data 

from ten Australian charities to explore whether those people who 

had expressed interest in bequest giving actually left a legacy. 

They were able to analyse which supporters had received 

communications from their charities in their last two years of life; 

amongst these who had received such communications, 76 per 

cent gave an estate gift, whilst amongst those who hadn’t, 52 per 

cent generated an estate gift.”



Make it personal

Legacy donors appreciated personalised 
communications such as handwritten notes or calls, 
as well as communications that communicated the 
impact of their gifts – and conversely, disliked overly 
generic communications. They valued contact with 
knowledgeable, trustworthy staff members who 
would connect with them once or twice a year.

Giving USA 2019

December 23



Show people they’re valued

“I'm a bit of a coffee snob. So I've been going to coffee shops quite a 
bit. I'm just trying to think again, in the past, I think one thing that 
really got me…I'm talking four or five years back and I remember 
walking into a Cafe Nero and the assistant said to me, ‘oh I 
remember your drink, you want abc’. And I just thought wow. So 
that, that was a really lovely surprise. The fact that somebody's 
actually remembered you, remembered what you like.”

December 23





Mona Webster, widow, 96 

• 2009 left £4.5M to New York's Metropolitan Opera and £4.4M to the Wildfowl 
and Wetlands Trust.

• Her passions were the opera and birds so the donations not a surprise. 

• But why the Met? Royal Opera got £100K — and she last went to New York in 
2000?

• Met found out her other interests and each year sent her a gift to do with birds

• Also sent LP recordings of its operas because Ms. Webster did not own a CD or 
DVD player



Make it memorable

December 23



Exercise: What unique experiences 
can you offer legacy supporters?



Tea break



MEASURING LEGACY FUNDRAISING



Exercise: What do you 
currently measure?



What to measure?

Reach

• Number of people reached with a legacy message

• Number of messages shared over time

• Attitudes to legacy giving amongst core audiences

Recruit
• Number of people at different stages of the legacy journey

Retain

• Number of people reconfirming their status

• Legacy donor satisfaction

• Conversion from pledge to gift

Raise

• Income

• Number and value of gifts

• Pipeline and risk

• Value-added of legacy management



Marketing activity

• Who responded?
• To what?
• Which tests worked?
• Are these results statistically significant? 
• How did this translate into a) pledges and b) 

income? 
• Who was contacted and didn’t respond? And 

how did this translate into income? 



Thank you so much!
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